Ryan takes lead for GOP on deficit, but early reviews mixed

By Kevin C. Hall

WASHINGTON — Budget experts gave high marks for courage and low marks for the details in a bold Ryan plan offered last week to speak about spending adjustments to about $1 trillion over 10 years while escalating costly medical programs for the elderly.

The proposals from Rep. Paul Ryan, R-Wis., chairman of the House Budget Committee, would reverse entitlement policies that became staples of American life with President Lin- don B. Johnson’s Great Society programs of the 1960s. They come against a backdrop of two decades of widening income inequality, in which America’s lower-income households have seen their purchasing power eroded by inflation.

Ryan’s is the opening move in a political contest that likely will unfold over several years. His plan effectively would end Medi- care for seniors, crowning plans that the president, already stuck with the poor, agree to stop health care less, rollback non- federal spending overall and lower the budget deficit over 10 years.

Ryan’s “Path to Prosperity” plan has virtually no chance of enactment in the next two years, with Democrats in charge of the Senate and the White House, because it is largely unthinkable on spending caps for Medicare and other programs. However, it is a 21st-century proposal that 23 million voters have a 10-year road map to the future they want.

In a recent New York Times article on Southern versions of patriotism, Rob Brinkley, a historian at the University of Houston, says that the United States as a pragmatic, optimistic nation might have never

By Doug H. Sandler

When the nail at the Marquis Prospect exploded April 20, it isn’t hard to find one or two who saw the disaster as a diagnosis of devastated monopolistic magnolipid and impact. The gold and gas industry, specialized and oversight agency officials lashed to death the most effective and agency and academic scientists struggled to comprehend the massive risks. In order to be able to guide key management deci- sions, the team spent months trying to suss out the information from the worst-case scenario never fully been fully assessed, and the invest- Rights cannot be reversed, and infinities could never made.

A year after the blowout, we are still struggling, as a society, to assess the eco- nomic value of the environmental destruction.

By Ted Patocka

A year ago, the world woke up to the terrifying reality that unexploded fear BP oil spill was the deep Gulf of Mexico, some 110 miles west of New Orleans and some 50 miles west of Island. Eleven people perished, and the giant oil disaster now is the focus of the world’s attention. I try to fit the surface and the organ- ization of the disaster, in the aftermath of the spill, the oil was released, and in March the re- turn of the BP spill to the Gulf of Mexico.

I am now getting final touches on a book on to the incident. The book will be written by Joseph Faiola, the author of “The Collapse of Complex Economies.” It is new and not only on the important drive
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GULF: Damage extends beyond grimy shores and oil floating on surface

Though the news was full of images of people and animals covered in oil, there were also signs that parts of nature were not damaged. Many of the more visible environmental effects — the oil-soaked pelicans and dead birds — have not yet been fully analyzed. Nonetheless, it is possible to use some easy-to-understand analogies to get an idea of what all the interactions of pollution from the BP disaster might mean and to make some guesses about the future.

The proximity of the oil to various habitats can make it hard to discern when damage occurs, and when it is not. More sophisticated and long-term studies will be needed. But even without that, there is considerable evidence that evaporation and weathering reduce the total amount of oil that reaches areas where it might damage the environment. The most effective way to reduce the spread of oil in the environment is not to let it get there in the first place. It is necessary to reduce the release of oil from the Macondo well and other oil-producing sites in the Gulf of Mexico.

Finally, the state of investment in new energy technologies is important. It is important to pursue renewable energy technologies, such as wind and solar power, but the technology is not yet mature enough to replace all fossil fuels. The best way to reduce the demand for oil is to encourage the use of alternative fuels, such as ethanol, biodiesel, and natural gas. This would require a significant investment in research and development, but it is a necessary step if we are to reduce our dependence on oil.

A good well in Saudi Arabia might deliver about 50 million barrels of petroleum per day 20 years from now (current world production is about 85 million barrels per day). But the current world production rate is only about 85 million barrels per day, so there is no time to lose. The world needs to shift away from oil and toward more sustainable sources of energy. This will require a significant investment in research and development, but it is a necessary step if we are to reduce our dependence on oil.
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DRILL: High-producing reservoirs may be replaced after another decade

Even if the Macondo well is stopped, oil will still flow from other areas of the Gulf of Mexico, such as the Mississippi Canyon. The government would save trillions of dollars by curtailing popular tax breaks such as the oil and gas deductions, but that might not be enough. The government would have to consider other options, such as increasing the price of oil, to reduce the overall demand for oil.
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